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OVERVIEW

This Dealer Deck is for internal use by authorised Pioneer DJ account holders. Please do not share the deck or its contents with any third parties. ©Pioneer DJ Europe LTD.

DEEPER CONNECTION: MEET THE NEW HDJ OVER-EAR HEADPHONE 
MODELS - OUTSTANDING AUDIO QUALITY,  SUPERIOR DURABILITY AND 
IMPROVED FUNCTIONALITY FOR PROFESSIONAL DJS

We’ve designed a new range of DJ headphones to create the HDJ-X10, HDJ-X7 and HDJ-X5, offering brand-new headphone 
experiences to suit every DJ.  

The new flagship HDJ-X10 headphones are designed for professional DJs to use at clubs and festivals. Built to withstand the rigours 
of the road, they’re comfortable to wear for long sets and allow you to hear frequencies other DJ headphones can’t reproduce so you 
can make a deeper connection with the music and the dance floor. 

Thanks to their HD drivers(1) the HDJ-X10 headphones are the world’s first DJ headphones to produce high-resolution sound ranging 
from 5 Hz to 40 kHz(2). When connected to our flagship TOUR1 set up or NXS2 set-up, you can experience up to 96 kHz/24-bit high-
resolution audio reproduction with superb clarity and sound separation. And in another world first for DJ headphones(3) the ear pads 
and headband on the HDJ-X10 model are protected from sweat and dirt by water repellent nano coating. This means you can keep 
your headphones looking fresh and easily prolong their lifespan with regular cleaning. 

The HDJ-X7 headphones are based on our previous flagship model, the HDJ-2000MK2, and are equipped with newly developed drivers, 
while the HDJ-X5 headphones inherit high-quality audio design from the model above, giving you clean monitoring even at high 
volumes.  

Whichever way you prefer to wear your headphones, you can comfortably use any HDJ-X model for long periods of time thanks to the 
flexible swivel mechanism and housing that have been designed with input from professional DJs. They’re built to be highly robust, too, 
with all models having cleared the US Military Standard MIL-STD-810G Shock test(4) as well as our stringent in-house durability tests.  

The new headphones will be available from early October at the following SRPs, including VAT:  
HDJ-X10: €339   
HDJ-X7: €199 
HDJ-X5: €99

TARGET USERS FEATURESDESIGN COMPARISON 
CHART SPECIFICATION FAQ SUMMARYOVERVIEW
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OVERVIEW

This Dealer Deck is for internal use by authorised Pioneer DJ account holders. Please do not share the deck or its contents with any third parties. ©Pioneer DJ Europe LTD.

KEY FEATURES OF THE HDJ-X HEADPHONE RANGE

1. Outstanding sound  
 
High-quality audio design  
The HDJ-X10 headphones are equipped with our new 50-mm HD driver, making 
them the world’s first DJ headphones to reproduce high-resolution sound from 5 
Hz to 40 kHz. The direct drive structure, with a newly developed diaphragm 
shape and voice coil, delivers high-quality sound without loss of quality due to 
mechanic loss. Creating rich bass notes and clean mid-to-high frequencies, the 
flagship headphones enable accurate point source monitoring, even at loud 
volumes, and allow you to make a deeper connection to the music.  
 
The HDJ-X7 headphones replace the professional HDJ-2000MK2 model and 
feature the newly developed 50-mm driver. The shape and materials of the new 
diaphragm are optimised to create tight bass notes and clean high frequencies 
so you can enjoy accurate monitoring. 
 
The HDJ-X5 headphones feature a new 40-mm driver with copper-clad 
aluminium wire (CCAW) voice coils. The magnetic circuit is optimised and, 
thanks to fine noise suppression and elaborate tuning, you can enjoy clear, 
distortion-free sound for easy monitoring. 
 
4-core twisted-structure cable 
The independent ground wire in the 4-core twisted-structure cable gives 
superior left and right channel separation, improving sound quality. In addition, 
the HDJ-X10 model features a highly reliable, detachable mini-XLR connector for 
outstanding sound quality. 
 
Bass reflex chamber 
The bass reflex chamber in the upper housing ensures excellent bass response 
and sound insulation.

2. Superior durability 
 
Rigorously tested  
Take the HDJ-X model headphones on the road and feel confident they’ll 
handle severe conditions and heavy use. Each model has cleared the US 
Military Standard MIL-STD-810G Shock test, as well as our own demanding 
stress testing.   
 
Highly durable materials and construction  
Durable metal is used in the moving parts of both the HDJ-X10 and the HDJ-X7 
headphones to create a strong construction. 
 
Water repellent nano coating  
Keep your headphones looking fresh for longer. The leather ear pads and 
headband cushion on the HDJ-X10 headphones are resistant to deterioration 
thanks to the use of nano coating, a world first for DJ headphones, so you can 
easily wipe off sweat and dirt.

TARGET USERS FEATURESDESIGN SPECIFICATION FAQ SUMMARYOVERVIEW COMPARISON 
CHART
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OVERVIEW

This Dealer Deck is for internal use by authorised Pioneer DJ account holders. Please do not share the deck or its contents with any third parties. ©Pioneer DJ Europe LTD.

KEY FEATURES OF THE HDJ-X HEADPHONE RANGE

3. Improved functionality 

Suited for all monitoring styles 
While we’re developing any new product we create numerous prototypes, each 
time with new improvements based on the feedback of professional DJs who test 
the equipment. Using this feedback and the results of our analysis of many 
different styles of monitoring, we’ve made sure the HDJ-X headphones are 
comfortable to use no matter how you wear them. The housing design reduces 
pressure on your head and it’s textured on the outside for enhanced grip, so you 
can quickly grab it and start listening. 

Comfortable and flexible headband 
To help you find the perfect fit, the HDJ-X headphones feature a flexible, durable 
headband. Passing our stringent test to open and close 20,000 times, it’s built to 
withstand intense use.   

Features inherited from HDJ-2000 models 
As successors to the HDJ-2000 models, the HDJ-X headphones inherit popular 
professional features such as flexible swivels to enable comfortable monitoring 
however you wear them. The housing on the HDJ-X10 model incorporates an 
auto-return mechanism so the rotated housing automatically resets to its neutral 
position when you release it.

4. Improved functionality 

Replacement parts available 
You can easily renew the detachable cables and ear pads on all HDJ-X headphones 
using replacement parts (available separately link). Each model comes with its own 
cable and the HDJ-X7 and HDJ-X5 models have a mutually compatible bayonet 
connector, so you can purchase an alternative cable type if you prefer. Replacement ear 
pads for the HDJ-X10 and HDJ-X7 are available and either set can be fitted to any of 
the HDJ-X models, including the HDJ-X5. 

Solid, refined design 
All the HDJ-X headphones feature a refined look and durable construction. The HDJ-
X10 and HDJ-X7 models are finished in a metallic design incorporating aluminium spin 
processing and diamond cutting to the housings, which shine under club and stage 
lighting. Choose from black or silver versions to complete your desired look. 

Excellent portability 
When you’re travelling to gigs, you can be confident your HDJ-X10 headphones will be 
well protected in the included flat carry case. Made from strong materials to protect 
your headphones from bumps and knocks on flights and in transit, the case has inner 
pockets for storing accessories such as USB devices and SD cards, and its handle 
makes carrying easy. The HDJ-X7 and HDJ-X5 both come with a compact carry pouch, 
which snugly fits around the folded headphones to save space in your luggage and 
reduce the risk of damage on the road. 

Various accessories included 
The HDJ-X10 and HDJ-X7 headphones come with two detachable cables: a 1.2 m 
coiled cable (approximately 3.0 m when extended) and a 1.6 m straight cable. The HDJ-
X5 comes with a 1.2 m short coiled cable (approximately 1.8 m when extended) that’s 
ideal for both DJ performances and everyday listening. An L-type mini-jack prevents 
the connection from being knocked or accidentally disconnected during performances, 
even in cramped booths.  

2-year warranty 
To guarantee long-term, reliable performance, we include a 2-year warranty with all 
HDJ-X model headphones.

TARGET USERS FEATURESDESIGN SPECIFICATION FAQ SUMMARYOVERVIEW

1 High definition driver. 

2 First headphones in the world to reproduce frequencies from 5 Hz to 40 kHz in the DJ headphones market (according to internal investigation as of 8th August 2017). 

3 First headphones in the world to feature nano coating in the DJ headphones market (according to internal investigation as of 8th August 2017). 

4 MIL-STD-810G METHOD 516.7 SHOCK compliant.

COMPARISON 
CHART
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TARGET USER

This Dealer Deck is for internal use by authorised Pioneer DJ account holders. Please do not share the deck or its contents with any third parties. ©Pioneer DJ Europe LTD.

DESIGN FEATURESTARGET USERS SPECIFICATION FAQOVERVIEW SUMMARY

OVER EAR

Music Lover

General

Hobby

Wannabe DJ

Professional

COMPARISON 
CHART

HDJ-X10

HDJ-X7

HDJ-X5

HDJ-700
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HDJ-X5  

This Dealer Deck is for internal use by authorised Pioneer DJ account holders. Please do not share the deck or its contents with any third parties. ©Pioneer DJ Europe LTD.
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DESIGN: HDJ-X5-K

This Dealer Deck is for internal use by authorised Pioneer DJ account holders. Please do not share the deck or its contents with any third parties. ©Pioneer DJ Europe LTD.

DESIGN FEATURESTARGET USER SPECIFICATION FAQOVERVIEW SUMMARYCOMPARISON 
CHART
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DESIGN: HDJ-X5-S

This Dealer Deck is for internal use by authorised Pioneer DJ account holders. Please do not share the deck or its contents with any third parties. ©Pioneer DJ Europe LTD.

DESIGN FEATURESTARGET USER SPECIFICATION FAQOVERVIEW SUMMARYCOMPARISON 
CHART
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This Dealer Deck is for internal use by authorised Pioneer DJ account holders. Please do not share the deck or its contents with any third parties. ©Pioneer DJ Europe LTD.

TARGET USERSDESIGN SPECIFICATION FAQOVERVIEW

FEATURES: HDJ-X5

DRIVER STRUCTURE

FEATURES SUMMARYCOMPARISON 
CHART

Voice Coil: CCAW (Copper-Clad Aluminum Wires)

Diaphragm (Centre 
Dome and Edge):  
PET (Poly Ethylene 
Terephthalate)

Magnet: Neodymium
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COMPARISON: HDJ-X5 COMPETITOR

This Dealer Deck is for internal use by authorised Pioneer DJ account holders. Please do not share the deck or its contents with any third parties. ©Pioneer DJ Europe LTD.

TARGET USERS FEATURESDESIGN SPECIFICATION FAQOVERVIEW COMPARISON 
CHART SUMMARY

MANUFACTURER Pioneer DJ Pioneer DJ Audio-Technica

MODEL HDJ-X5 HDJ-500 ATH-M40X

IMAGE

PRICE €99 €89 €99

ACCESSORY-POUCH ✓ x ✓

ACCESSORY-CABLE 1 Coil Coil Coil

ACCESSORY-CABLE 2 x Straight Straight

ACCESSORY-CABLE 3 x x x

ACCESSORY-CABLE MIC x x x

ACCESSORY-CABLE TYPE L x x

ACCESSORY-CASE x x x

DRIVER-FREQ. RESPONSE 5Hz-30kHz 5Hz-28kHz 15Hz-28kHz

DRIVER-SIZE 40mm 40mm 45mm

FEATURE-FLEX. HEADBAND ✓ x x

FEATURE-MIL STD 810G ✓ x x

FEATURE-NANO COAT. EAR PADS x x x

FEATURE-NANO COAT. HEADBAND x x x

MONITORING-AUTO RETURN x x x

MONITORING-SWIVEL 90° 90° 90°
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SPECIFICATION: HDJ-X5

This Dealer Deck is for internal use by authorised Pioneer DJ account holders. Please do not share the deck or its contents with any third parties. ©Pioneer DJ Europe LTD.

TARGET USERS FEATURESDESIGN SPECIFICATION FAQ SUMMARYOVERVIEW

Type Closed, Dynamic

Frequency response 5 Hz to 30,000 Hz

Impedance 32 Ω

Sensitivity 102 dB

Maximum input power 2,000 mW

Driver φ 40 mm

Connection cord 1.2 m short coiled cable (extended length 1.8 m)

Weight 269 g (without cable)

Accessories ø6.3 mm stereo plug adapter (threaded type) Carry pouch

COMPARISON 
CHART
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FAQ

• What is MIL STD 810G mean? 
• MIL STD 810G is a United States defense standard, often called a military standard, 

“MIL-STD", "MIL-SPEC", is used to help achieve standardization objectives by the 
U.S. Department of Defense.  

• What is Nano-coating? 
• Nano-coating is a special coating on the ear pads and head cushion that is water 

and dirt repellent. 

• What is the bass reflex chamber? 
• The bass reflex chamber in the upper housing improves airflow for excellent bass 

response and sound insulation. 

• How long is the warranty? 
• 2 years.

This Dealer Deck is for internal use by authorised Pioneer DJ account holders. Please do not share the deck or its contents with any third parties. ©Pioneer DJ Europe LTD.

TARGET USERS FEATURESDESIGN SPECIFICATION FAQ SUMMARYOVERVIEW COMPARISON 
CHART
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SUMMARY: HDJ-X5

This Dealer Deck is for internal use by authorised Pioneer DJ account holders. Please do not share the deck or its contents with any third parties. ©Pioneer DJ Europe LTD.

PR DATE : 31st August 2017 

SRP : €99

KEY FEATURES 
• 40mm 30 kHz Driver. 
• Swivel Function. 
• US Military Standard Test (MIL-STD 810G). 
• Flexible Headband. 
• Short Coil Cord, Carry Pouch. 

OVERVIEW 
• Update of the popular HDJ-500. Over Ear DJ 

Headphones for general playback and 
beginner DJs. Basic functions inherited from 
the range and sound quality inspired from the 
HDJ-X10.

TARGET USERS FEATURESDESIGN SPECIFICATION FAQ SUMMARYOVERVIEW COMPARISON 
CHART
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HDJ-X7  

This Dealer Deck is for internal use by authorised Pioneer DJ account holders. Please do not share the deck or its contents with any third parties. ©Pioneer DJ Europe LTD.
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DESIGN: HDJ-X7-K

This Dealer Deck is for internal use by authorised Pioneer DJ account holders. Please do not share the deck or its contents with any third parties. ©Pioneer DJ Europe LTD.

DESIGN FEATURESTARGET USER SPECIFICATION FAQOVERVIEW SUMMARYCOMPARISON 
CHART
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DESIGN: HDJ-X7-S

This Dealer Deck is for internal use by authorised Pioneer DJ account holders. Please do not share the deck or its contents with any third parties. ©Pioneer DJ Europe LTD.

DESIGN FEATURESTARGET USER SPECIFICATION FAQOVERVIEW SUMMARYCOMPARISON 
CHART
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This Dealer Deck is for internal use by authorised Pioneer DJ account holders. Please do not share the deck or its contents with any third parties. ©Pioneer DJ Europe LTD.

TARGET USERSDESIGN SPECIFICATION FAQOVERVIEW

FEATURES: HDJ-X7

DRIVER STRUCTURE

FEATURES SUMMARYCOMPARISON 
CHART

Voice coil: CCAW (Copper-Clad Aluminum Wires)

Bobbin: Magnesium

Voice Coil : CCAW (Copper-Clad Aluminum Wires)

Diaphragm (Center 
Dome and Edge):  
PEN (poly Ethylene 
Naphthalate)

Magnet: Neodymium
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COMPARISON: HDJ-X7 COMPETITOR

This Dealer Deck is for internal use by authorised Pioneer DJ account holders. Please do not share the deck or its contents with any third parties. ©Pioneer DJ Europe LTD.

TARGET USERS FEATURESDESIGN SPECIFICATION FAQOVERVIEW COMPARISON 
CHART SUMMARY

MANUFACTURER Pioneer DJ Pioneer DJ Audio-Technica

MODEL HDJ-X7 HDJ-1500 ATH-M50X

IMAGE

PRICE €199 €199 €189

ACCESSORY-POUCH ✓ ✓ ✓

ACCESSORY-CABLE 1 Coil Coil Coil

ACCESSORY-CABLE 2 Straight x Straight

ACCESSORY-CABLE 3 x x Straight

ACCESSORY-CABLE MIC x x x

ACCESSORY-CABLE TYPE L x x

ACCESSORY-CASE x x x

DRIVER-FREQ. RESPONSE 5Hz-30kHz 5Hz-30kHz 15Hz-28kHz

DRIVER-SIZE 50mm 50mm 45mm

FEATURE-FLEX. HEADBAND ✓ x x

FEATURE-MIL STD 810G ✓ x x

FEATURE-NANO COAT. EAR PADS x x x

FEATURE-NANO COAT. HEADBAND x x x

MONITORING-AUTO RETURN x x x

MONITORING-SWIVEL 90° 90° 180°
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SPECIFICATION: HDJ-X7

This Dealer Deck is for internal use by authorised Pioneer DJ account holders. Please do not share the deck or its contents with any third parties. ©Pioneer DJ Europe LTD.

TARGET USERS FEATURESDESIGN SPECIFICATION FAQ SUMMARYOVERVIEW COMPARISON 
CHART

Type Closed, Dynamic

Frequency response 5 Hz to 30,000 Hz

Impedance 36 Ω

Sensitivity 102 dB

Maximum input power 3,500 mW

Driver φ 50 mm

Connection cord 1.2 m coiled cable (extended length 3.0 m) 1.6 m straight cable

Weight 312 g (without cable)

Accessories ø6.3 mm stereo plug adapter (threaded type) Carry pouch
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FAQ

• What is MIL STD 810G mean? 
• MIL STD 810G is a United States defense standard, often called a military standard, 

“MIL-STD", "MIL-SPEC", is used to help achieve standardization objectives by the 
U.S. Department of Defense.  

• What is Nano-coating? 
• Nano-coating is a special coating on the ear pads and head cushion that is water 

and dirt repellent. 

• What is the bass reflex chamber? 
• The bass reflex chamber in the upper housing improves airflow for excellent bass 

response and sound insulation. 

• How long is the warranty? 
• 2 years.

This Dealer Deck is for internal use by authorised Pioneer DJ account holders. Please do not share the deck or its contents with any third parties. ©Pioneer DJ Europe LTD.

TARGET USERS FEATURESDESIGN SPECIFICATION FAQ SUMMARYOVERVIEW COMPARISON 
CHART
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SUMMARY: HDJ-X7

This Dealer Deck is for internal use by authorised Pioneer DJ account holders. Please do not share the deck or its contents with any third parties. ©Pioneer DJ Europe LTD.

PR DATE : 31st August 2017 

SRP : €199

KEY FEATURES 
• 50mm 30 kHz Driver. 
• Swivel Function. 
• US Military Standard Test (MIL-STD 810G). 
• Flexible Headband. 
• Coil Cord, Straight Cord, Carry Pouch.

OVERVIEW 
• Update of the popular HDJ-1500. Over Ear DJ 

Headphones for DJs and general playback. 
Basic functions inherited from the range and 
sound quality inspired from the HDJ-X10.

TARGET USERS FEATURESDESIGN SPECIFICATION FAQ SUMMARYOVERVIEW COMPARISON 
CHART
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DESIGN: HDJ-X10-K

This Dealer Deck is for internal use by authorised Pioneer DJ account holders. Please do not share the deck or its contents with any third parties. ©Pioneer DJ Europe LTD.

DESIGN FEATURESTARGET USER SPECIFICATION FAQOVERVIEW SUMMARYCOMPARISON 
CHART
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DESIGN: HDJ-X10-S

This Dealer Deck is for internal use by authorised Pioneer DJ account holders. Please do not share the deck or its contents with any third parties. ©Pioneer DJ Europe LTD.

DESIGN FEATURESTARGET USER SPECIFICATION FAQOVERVIEW SUMMARYCOMPARISON 
CHART
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DESIGN: HDJ-X10 CARRY CASE

This Dealer Deck is for internal use by authorised Pioneer DJ account holders. Please do not share the deck or its contents with any third parties. ©Pioneer DJ Europe LTD.

DESIGN FEATURESTARGET USER SPECIFICATION FAQOVERVIEW SUMMARYCOMPARISON 
CHART
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This Dealer Deck is for internal use by authorised Pioneer DJ account holders. Please do not share the deck or its contents with any third parties. ©Pioneer DJ Europe LTD.

TARGET USERSDESIGN SPECIFICATION FAQOVERVIEW

FEATURES: HDJ-X10

DRIVER STRUCTURE

FEATURES SUMMARYCOMPARISON 
CHART

Magnet: Neodymium

Diaphragm (Surround):  
PEN (Poly Ethylene 
Naphtholate)

Diaphragm (Center 
Dome): Aluminum-
Magnesium Alloy

Voice coil: CCAW (Copper-Clad Aluminum Wires)

Bobbin: Aluminum-Magnesium Alloy

Diaphragm and Bobbin Combined
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COMPARISON: HDJ-X10 COMPETITOR

This Dealer Deck is for internal use by authorised Pioneer DJ account holders. Please do not share the deck or its contents with any third parties. ©Pioneer DJ Europe LTD.

TARGET USERS FEATURESDESIGN SPECIFICATION FAQOVERVIEW COMPARISON 
CHART SUMMARY

MANUFACTURER Pioneer DJ Pioneer DJ V-MODA

MODEL HDJ-X10 HDJ-2000MK2 M-100

IMAGE

PRICE €339 €339 €249

ACCESSORY-POUCH x x x

ACCESSORY-CABLE 1 Coil Coil Straight/Split

ACCESSORY-CABLE 2 Straight Straight Straight

ACCESSORY-CABLE 3 x x x

ACCESSORY-CABLE MIC x x ✓

ACCESSORY-CABLE TYPE L L L

ACCESSORY-CASE ✓ ✓ ✓

DRIVER-FREQ. RESPONSE 5Hz-40kHz 5Hz-30kHz 5Hz-30kHz

DRIVER-SIZE 50mm 50mm 50mm

FEATURE-FLEX. HEADBAND ✓ x ✓

FEATURE-MIL STD 810G ✓ x ✓

FEATURE-NANO COAT. EAR PADS ✓ x x

FEATURE-NANO COAT. HEADBAND ✓ x x

MONITORING-AUTO RETURN ✓ ✓ x

MONITORING-SWIVEL 90° 90° x
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COMPARISON: RANGE

This Dealer Deck is for internal use by authorised Pioneer DJ account holders. Please do not share the deck or its contents with any third parties. ©Pioneer DJ Europe LTD.

TARGET USERS FEATURESDESIGN SPECIFICATION FAQOVERVIEW COMPARISON 
CHART SUMMARY

MANUFACTURER Pioneer DJ Pioneer DJ Pioneer DJ

MODEL HDJ-X5 HDJ-X7 HDJ-X10

IMAGE

PRICE €99 €199 €339

ACCESSORY-POUCH ✓ ✓ x

ACCESSORY-CABLE 1 Coil Coil Coil

ACCESSORY-CABLE 2 x Straight Straight

ACCESSORY-CABLE 3 x x x

ACCESSORY-CABLE MIC x x x

ACCESSORY-CABLE TYPE L L L

ACCESSORY-CASE x x ✓

DRIVER-FREQ. RESPONSE 5Hz-30kHz 5Hz-30kHz 5Hz-40kHz

DRIVER-SIZE 40mm 50mm 50mm

FEATURE-FLEX. HEADBAND ✓ ✓ ✓

FEATURE-MIL STD 810G ✓ ✓ ✓

FEATURE-NANO COAT. EAR PADS x x ✓

FEATURE-NANO COAT. HEADBAND x x ✓

MONITORING-AUTO RETURN x x ✓

MONITORING-SWIVEL 90° 90° 90°
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COMPARISON: RANGE DESIGN

This Dealer Deck is for internal use by authorised Pioneer DJ account holders. Please do not share the deck or its contents with any third parties. ©Pioneer DJ Europe LTD.

TARGET USERS FEATURESDESIGN SPECIFICATION FAQOVERVIEW COMPARISON 
CHART SUMMARY
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COMPARISON: RANGE DESIGN

This Dealer Deck is for internal use by authorised Pioneer DJ account holders. Please do not share the deck or its contents with any third parties. ©Pioneer DJ Europe LTD.

TARGET USERS FEATURESDESIGN SPECIFICATION FAQOVERVIEW COMPARISON 
CHART SUMMARY
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SPECIFICATION: HDJ-X10

This Dealer Deck is for internal use by authorised Pioneer DJ account holders. Please do not share the deck or its contents with any third parties. ©Pioneer DJ Europe LTD.

TARGET USERS FEATURESDESIGN SPECIFICATION FAQ SUMMARYOVERVIEW COMPARISON 
CHART

Type Closed, Dynamic

Frequency response 5 Hz to 40,000 Hz

Impedance 32 Ω

Sensitivity 106 dB

Maximum input power 3,500 mW

Driver φ 50 mm

Connection cord 1.2 m coiled cable (extended length 3.0 m) 1.6 m straight cable

Weight 328 g (without cable)

Accessories ø6.3 mm stereo plug adapter (threaded type) Carry case
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FAQ

• What is MIL STD 810G mean? 
• MIL STD 810G is a United States defense standard, often called a military standard, 

“MIL-STD", "MIL-SPEC", is used to help achieve standardization objectives by the 
U.S. Department of Defense.  

• What is Nano-coating? 
• Nano-coating is a special coating on the ear pads and head cushion that is water 

and dirt repellent. 

• What is the bass reflex chamber? 
• The bass reflex chamber in the upper housing improves airflow for excellent bass 

response and sound insulation. 

• How long is the warranty? 
• 2 years.

This Dealer Deck is for internal use by authorised Pioneer DJ account holders. Please do not share the deck or its contents with any third parties. ©Pioneer DJ Europe LTD.

TARGET USERS FEATURESDESIGN SPECIFICATION FAQ SUMMARYOVERVIEW COMPARISON 
CHART
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SUMMARY: HDJ-X10

This Dealer Deck is for internal use by authorised Pioneer DJ account holders. Please do not share the deck or its contents with any third parties. ©Pioneer DJ Europe LTD.

PR DATE : 31st August 2017 

SRP : €339

KEY FEATURES 
• 50mm HD 40 kHz Driver. 
• Auto Return Swivel function 
• US Military Standard Test (MIL-STD 810G). 
• Flexible Headband. 
• Nano-Coating Headband, Ear-Pads. 
• Coil Cord, Straight Cord, Carry case.

OVERVIEW 
• Update of the popular HDJ-2000MK2. Over 

Ear DJ headphones with high-resolution 
sound and new durable features for 
prolonged monitoring use.

TARGET USERS FEATURESDESIGN SPECIFICATION FAQ SUMMARYOVERVIEW COMPARISON 
CHART
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